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BACKGROUND

Real-time RT-PCR analyses are dependent on accurate procedures for data normalization, and it is well established that
the potential inaccuracy of prevailing strategies could lead to
misinterpretations (8, 13, 35). Although significant efforts such
as applying external RNA control genes (13) and geometric
averaging of internal RNA control genes (36) have been made
to minimize this problem, there are still unresolved prospects
(13). In addition, real-time RT-PCR analyses are complicated
by the difficult interpretation of data, primarily caused by a
limited selection of evaluated genes. However, this can easily
be resolved by increasing the number of analyzed genes, a
notion that is gradually being realized. This will increase the
physiological value of data. Unfortunately, multiple-gene analyses have so far been limited to investigations of genes that
share gene ontology or pathway association (26), or for verification of microarray data (27). Typically, such studies do not
assess genes that exert complementary physiological roles but,
rather, assess genes with different functions. As a consequence
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such analyses still address singular genes, only on a larger
scale. Instead, the expression of singular genes should be put
into context of complementary genes. This will enable discussion of how particular physiological tasks are performed and
will allow more adequate analyses of cell physiology. The
physiological insight gained by such analyses will increase as
insight of gene function increases.
From a physiological point of view, gene families are ideal
targets for multigene analyses of gene expression. They consist
of a set of genes that share baseline properties and fulfill
similar physiological roles. However, there are important differences that give them slightly diverging and often complementary roles (17). These differences provide a genetic toolkit
for developmental and spatial differentiation of particular
physiological tasks (17). This concept applies to gene families
that contain genes that function as singular units, such as
voltage-gated ion channels and neurotransmitter transporters
(3, 4, 9, 29), as well as to families that contain genes that
function as subunits of multipolypeptide complexes, such as
neurotransmitter receptors like N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptors (NMDARs) (24) and ␥-aminobutyric acidA receptors
(GABAARs) (14), motor proteins like myosin (32), and protein
kinases like AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) (19).
Gene family-based analysis will permit comparison of the
role of single genes to the roles of other family members. This
enables analysis of inherent physiological properties within
and between experimental systems. We recently utilized the
approach in studies of NMDAR and GABAAR function and
regulation in a teleost fish (11, 12) [commented on by Prentice
(30)]. In this study, we further explore the method and give it
the name gene-family profiling.
GENE-FAMILY PROFILING: THE APPROACH

Gene-family profiling allows evaluation of the expression of
singular genes by considering them as constituting fractions of
overall gene-family mRNA abundance. Gene expression of singular genes is calculated using Eq. 1:
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E ⫽ reaction efficiency and Cp ⫽ crossing point. In our recent
studies (11, 12), E values were calculated separately for each
real-time RT-PCR reaction using LinRegPCR software (31). In
the final calculations, average reaction efficiencies were used
for each transcript. Cp values were obtained using the second
derivative maximum method (Lightcycler 2.0 software). In the
figures, all gene-family members are presented together, appearing as a collective gene-family expression of 100% (see
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gene-family profiling, an approach for improved real-time RT-PCR
analyses. It is based on recently published data, and we argue that it
bring solutions to two major problems. First, it is normalization-free
and therefore unbiased by variation in normalization agents such as
reference gene expression. This strengthens data validity and also
increases data resolution, reducing coefficients of variation by ⬃48%
in our data sets. Second, it includes all members of a particular gene
family, treating individual genes as constituting fractions of collective
gene-family expression rather than as unrelated entities. Because
different family members typically fulfill similar, but complementary
roles, this increases the physiological relevance. Gene-family profiling is particularly useful for evaluation of cellular adaptations to
physiological challenges and for comparison of properties between
different experimental systems such as species, tissues or tissue
regions. In addition, it seems suitable for analyses of inherent patterns
of gene expression in singular biological samples. In our opinion, the
approach is valuable for both research and diagnostic purposes, and
should be readily applicable for many studies of gene expression. Its
value is likely to increase as science continues to unravel gene
function.
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Figs. 1–3). Gene expression data for single genes are evaluated
as percentage of total gene-family expression. This provides
data that will not fluctuate together with changes in reverse
transcription efficiency, contrasting other normalization-free
strategies such as absolute quantification. To obtain accurate
gene-family profiles, particular care must be taken to avoid
artifacts caused by differences in real-time RT-PCR performance (28). For example, every gene and every experimental
group must be included in every real-time RT-PCR run.
GENE-FAMILY PROFILING: AN EVALUATION

Review of Current Data Sets
Gene-family profiling provides increased sensitivity and
accuracy to real-time RT-PCR data compared with reference
gene normalized data. In Ellefsen et al. (11, 12), this was
evident from a 39, 40, and 64% reduction in coefficients of
variation of the expression of NMDAR subunits, ␣-amino-3hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate receptor (AMPAR)
subunits, and GABAAR subunits in crucian carp brain. Genefamily profiles provided coefficients of variation as low as 16,
11, and 10%, respectively. Correspondingly, we recently found
a 39 and 49% reduction in coefficients of variation of the
expression of NMDAR and AMPAR subunits in turtle brains
(Couturier C, Ellefsen S, Stensløkken K-O, Nilsson GE, unpublished observations). Interestingly, by defining total genefamily mRNA expression to 100%, gene-family profiles eliminate covariation of subunit expression as a source of technical
variation. It basically corrects for the fluctuating nature of gene
expression (16). This may explain the reduced coefficients of
variation. Given the likely scenario that the function of multipolypeptide complexes is regulated by the stoichiometric availability of subunits (18), this will provide more accurate data
analyses, resulting in increased physiological resolution. Notably, in the described studies, data normalization was achieved
using an external RNA control gene, which means that the
observed variation in target gene expression cannot be ascribed
to variation in the expression of internal reference genes (13).
The suitability of the gene-family profiling approach is
supported by analyses of physiological aspects of available
data sets (11, 12). In these studies, the approach was utilized to
study adaptations and responses to anoxia (oxygen depletion)
in an anoxia-tolerant teleost, the crucian carp (Carassius carPhysiol Genomics • VOL
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Muscle Tissue as an Area of Utility
Gene-family profiling should be particularly well suited for
analyses of physiologically adaptable tissues such as skeletal
and cardiac muscle. In these tissues, the approach has a range
of applications, such as 1) comparison of innate patterns of
mRNA abundance shown by different muscles or between
muscles of different species, 2) disclosure of changes that
occur in developing myocytes, and 3) disclosure of changes
that occur in response to physiological interventions.
The myosin heavy chain (MyHC) gene family stands out as
a suited case for gene-family profiling. The abundance of
MyHC polypeptide and mRNA shows close correlation in both
skeletal and cardiac muscle (21, 25, 37), and changes in MyHC
composition are seen at both polypeptide and mRNA levels
(21, 23, 34), an observation that is underlined by the transcriptional control of MyHC during development (5). Overall,
gene-family profiling can arguably be more appropriate for
measurement of MyHC content than the traditionally applied
immunohistochemistry, as real-time RT-PCR provides volumetric (3D) analysis that takes into account hybrid fibers and
longitudinal variation. Indeed, Eizema et al. (10) showed that
this is the case in tissues containing high degrees of hybrid
fibers.

Fig. 1. Expression profile for N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptors (NMDAR)
subunits NR2A-D in brain of crucian carp exposed to normoxia, anoxia, and
reoxygenation. N7, normoxia 7 days (n ⫽ 11); A1, anoxia 1 day (n ⫽ 11); A7,
anoxia 7 days (n ⫽ 11); R4, anoxia 7 days followed by reoxygenation 4 days
(n ⫽ 12). *P ⬍ 0.05 (1-way ANOVA followed by Tukey Kramer’s posttest).
Values are means. Modified from Ellefsen et al. 2008 (11).
www.physiolgenomics.org
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Compared with reference gene-based normalization of single gene real-time RT-PCR data, gene-family profiling offers
several advantages. It allows easily applicable normalizationfree and accurate analyses of gene expression. It permits a
more thorough discussion of physiology, giving way for evaluation of inherent patterns of expression in biological samples
such as tissue regions, organs, and species, and evaluation of
adaptations to physiological or pathophysiological challenges.
In general, the physiological accuracy of gene-family profiling depends on a close correlation between polypeptide and
mRNA abundance. Importantly, this premise has been suggested to be met by genes acting as subunits of multipolypeptide complexes (18, 22). The alternative to targeting mRNA is
to target polypeptides directly. However, at the present time
gene-family profiles cannot be obtained through protein quantification because of a lack of methods with sufficient specificity and sensitivity.

assius). The data support current knowledge of anoxic survival.
First, the NR2 subfamily of NMDARs was dominated by
NR2B and NR2D subunit (11) (Fig. 1), a subunit composition
that has been ascribed an essential role in the hypoxia tolerance
of neonatal rats (2). Second, GABAAR family expression was
dominated by subunits that provide tonic inhibition of neuronal
activity (12) (Fig. 2), supporting a vital role for such inhibition
in the anoxic fish (20). In addition, when the approach was
utilized to analyze AMPK ␣-subunit data (␣1-␣2) from Stensløkken et al. (33), the brain showed higher expression of ␣1
than ␣2, whereas the heart was predominated by ␣2 (Fig. 3),
being similar to the tissue-specific ␣-subunit composition reported for mammals (1, 6).
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Fig. 2. Expression profile for ␥-aminobutyric acidA receptor
(GABAAR) ␣- (A) and ␦-/␥2-subunits (B) in brain of crucian
carp exposed to normoxia, anoxia, and reoxygenation. ␣4-,
␣6-, and ␦-Subunits are known to exert tonic, extrasynaptic
GABAergic activity. N7, normoxia 7 days (n ⫽ 6); A1, anoxia
1 day (n ⫽ 6); A7, anoxia 7 days (n ⫽ 6); R7, anoxia 7 days
followed by reoxygenation 7 days (n ⫽ 6). *P ⬍ 0.05, **P ⬍
0.01, ***P ⬍ 0.001 (1-way ANOVA followed by Tukey
Kramer’s posttest). Values are means. Modified from Ellefsen
et al. 2009 (12).

For gene-family profiles to allow proper physiological
analyses, they must include all relevant gene-family members. Failure to do so will lead to overestimation of the
expression of included genes. However, sound judgment is
important. For example, in adult mammalian skeletal muscle, only four out of eight MyHC genes are expressed, ruling
out the need for assessing all eight variants. Furthermore,
the required inclusion of all gene family members is a
particular challenge in studies of nonmodel organisms. As
an example, fish species share at least one genome duplication event, which for most genes has resulted in the coexistence of multiple paralogs. This put forth a demand for
gene screening. Because gene family profiling relies on
concurrent analyses of multiple genes, its area of application
is naturally restricted to gene families that consist of more
than one gene. The potential problem of splice variants is
overcome by designing primer sets that detect all variants.
For data sets that show substantial changes in gene-family
profiles, it may be necessary to keep track of quantitative
changes in gene expression (11, 12). This can be achieved by

simultaneous presentation of data normalized to an external
RNA control gene (13). This is particularly important when the
expression of gene family members are spatially dispersed,
functioning as distinct physiological units. Changes in the
activity of such genes/proteins cannot be compensated for by
other family members, and alterations in their expression
arguably represent loss-of-physiological function or gain-ofphysiological function events. As an example, in Ellefsen et al.
(12), we found decreased expression of extrasynaptic GABA
transporters (GATs) but not of synaptic GATs in the anoxic
crucian carp brain. From a gene-family perspective, extrasynaptic GATs would seem to be replaced by synaptic GATs, a
scenario that is physiologically unlikely. Nevertheless, also for
GABA transporters, gene-family profiling remained a valuable
tool for evaluation of function (12). Similarly, in cases of shut
down of physiological processes, such as during developmental arrest in a wide range of arthropods (7), quantitative
tracking of gene expression is required alongside gene-family
profiling.
Although it seems clear that gene-family profiling will
provide increased physiological resolution to most studies of
gene expression, it shares the same limitations as any mRNAbased analyses. It does not give insight into processes such as
regulation of translation efficiency (e.g., by microRNAs) or
posttranslational modification (e.g., chemical modification by
phosphorylation or glycosylation, or alterations in protein turnover rates). Nor does it account for physiological complexities
such as target genes that serve multiple physiological roles,
physiological tasks that are solved by the concerted action of
multiple genes, or gene functions that can be replaced by other
genes. Again, these limitations also apply to other mRNAbased analyses and importantly also to polypeptide-based analyses. These challenges can, however, to some extent be met or
corrected for by the approach itself. As an example, genefamily profiling of microRNA abundance could give valuable
indications to how they will impact the translation process. At
present, microRNA remains an emerging and highly uncharacterized group of RNAs (15).
Future Prospects

Fig. 3. Expression profile for AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) ␣-subunits in brain and heart of normoxic crucian carp. Values are means (n ⫽ 6).
Data from Stensløkken et al. 2008 (33).
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Gene-family profiling is likely to provide increased accuracy
to analyses of mRNA expression and should be valuable for
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Criteria and Limitations
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analyses of innate patterns of gene family expression, as well
as for evaluation of changes occurring between experimental
groups. It seems particularly well suited for medical purposes
such as screening of drug libraries, where the aim is to identify
specific cellular phenotypes induced by chemical compounds.
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